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“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary

movement.” Lenin,  What Is To Be Done

In our last column we described the Soviet

textbooks that set up a new standard presentation

of dialectics. This presentation was based on En-

gels’ three laws of dialectics and a list of opposite

categories like actuality and possibility, appear-

ance and essence, etc. 

Soviet dialectics texts spread with the world

communist movement and were translated into

various languages. An English version of the

Leningrad textbook appeared in 1937. Chinese

students who studied in Japan used the Japanese

and Russian versions to produce Chinese trans-

lations, which proved fundamental to the devel-

opment of communist philosophy in China. 

While the Soviet version of dialectics ad-

vanced the knowledge of dialectics world-wide,

it also contained a fundamental error. This error

was a philosophical version of the idea that so-

cialism, with its wage system and inequality,

leads to communism, and does so without a new

revolution. This wrong idea is the so-called “non-

antagonistic contradiction”

In his study of dialectics, Russian communist

leader V. I. Lenin came to the profound conclu-

sion that unity is not the main aspect of a contra-

diction: “The unity … of opposites is conditional,

temporary, transitory, relative. The struggle of

mutually exclusive opposites is absolute, just as

development and motion are absolute.” This

means that the struggle inside a contradiction

does not tend to die out, but eventually becomes

more intense and is resolved by the destruction

of at least one side of it. 
Socialist Dialectics

Beginning about 1930, Russian communists

developed a different view of dialectics. They

started to use the term “non-antagonistic contra-

diction” and its political counterpart, the concept

of a “non-antagonistic class relationship.” This

amounted to the claim that socialism doesn’t have

the exploitation and class struggle that capitalism

has. The Soviet textbooks defended the idea that

the contradictions of socialism would gradually

die out on their own or can be “managed” so that

they don’t become intense and lead to rebellions

and revolutions. 

November 5—Last week, hundreds

of thousands took to the streets of

Ouagadougou (pronounced Wa-

gadugu), the capital of Burkina Faso,

a small but strategic West African

country of 17 million people. The

crowd of Burkinabé workers and

youth sometimes swelled to over one

million. 

Trying in vain to stop the raging

masses, the police and military vi-

ciously attacked them, killing several

people and injuring many. The masses

responded by unleashing their fury,

storming and setting fire to the Parlia-

ment building and government cars. 

Their unrelenting fury and determi-

nation forced President Blaise Compaoré to re-

sign, abandoning his attempts to extend his

27-year-long rule. On hearing the news on Oc-

tober 31, the masses jubilantly celebrated their

“victory” in the streets. 

This moment, however, was short lived. On

Nov. 2, hundreds of thousands once more took to

the streets, to rage against the military’s an-

nouncement that they were taking control of the

country.

Many protesters felt betrayed. They thought

they were fighting for something different. As

one protester put it, “Everyone is disappointed …

It’s the same system that they want to preserve

and we’re fed up, all the youth are fed up. We

don’t just want the president to go but also his

whole system.” (Le Monde, Nov. 1, 2014).

Many of the protesters, especially the youth,

are being influenced by Thomas Sankara’s anti-

imperialist, nationalist, socialist views. 
Thomas Sankara’s legacy holds no future for

Burkinabé workers, South African workers

or workers anywhere

Thomas Sankara was a military captain who

led Burkina Faso from 1983 until 1987 when, at

the age of 37, he was murdered in a coup orches-

trated by his deputy, the now-resigned president

by many, especially the youth, as the “African

Che Guevara.”

Le Balai Citoyen (“the citizens’ broom”), an

organization that honors Sankara’s memory was

part of the movement that ousted Compaoré. It

was founded by Samsk Le Jah, a popular radio

host and reggae singer sometimes called the

“spokesperson for the Burkina youth.”

Also in South Africa, Julius Malema, founder

of the Economic Freedom Party (EFP) and his

supporters, wear red berets in the spirit of

Sankara. They claim that they uphold Sankara’s

“ideal that political power can and must be used

for the common good.” 

Also, in the spirit of Sankara’s nationalism and

populism, they support the partial nationalization

of South Africa’s mining and farming sectors, and

say that the EFP is “the new home for voiceless,

indigenous poor South Africans.” But, national-

ization has never benefitted any worker. It is the

national capitalists’ scheme to force their impe-

rialist masters to give them a bigger share of their

loot from exploiting the working class. Our com-

rades in South Africa have rejected this ideology

and are struggling against it among the masses.
Socialism: Fatal Mistake of the Old

International Communist Movement

many consider him a socialist.

However, he never declared him-

self a communist.

He was anti-Western imperial-

ism, but had cordial relations with

Russian and Chinese imperialists.

This was his downfall, as this

threatened the French and US im-

perialists’ control of West Africa.

History has proven, however,

that socialism is no transition to

communism. It is state capitalism

with capitalism’s money, markets

and wage slavery. The commu-

nists at its helm became capital-

ists. The socialist countries, like

China and Russia, eventually

blossomed into free-market capitalism and impe-

rialism.

This fatal error by the old communist move-

ment, which has cost the international working

class dearly, must not be repeated. 
Burkinabé Masses had no “Victory” and

Made no “Revolution”

Replacing one capitalist butcher by another

capitalist butcher—be it civilian or military—is

no victory for the working class. No matter who

rules, as long as capitalism-imperialism exists,

there will always be racism, sexism, exploitation,

poverty, wage slavery and genocidal wars. Vic-

tory for our class is advancing the revolutionary

communist movement needed to destroy capital-

ism-imperialism forever. 

In today’s world that means reading, writing

for and distributing Red Flag. It means joining

the International Communist Workers’ Party and

recruiting co-workers, soldiers, students, friends

and family. It means contributing economically

with what little or much we can in order to guar-

antee that ICWP and Red Flag can expand our

work to mobilize the masses for communism.

These small incremental changes are the build-

ing blocks of the unstoppable force our class will

become to change history in its interests. Our

ALL CONTRADICTIONS ARE ANTAGONISTIC

Spread of dialectics: 1933 Soviet text, 

1937 English text, 1950s Spanish text, Mao

Zedong’s notes on Soviet texts.

MASS UPRISING IN BURkINA fASO SHOWS NEED fOR 

COMMUNISM, NOT SOCIALISM
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SEATTLE, WA — “Every day the news says

we should trust the CDC [Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention] and their smart doctors,

and that people are succumbing to irrational

fears,” mused a Boeing reader. “The truth is

those guys have messed up big time. No wonder

people are leery.”

Now that the capitalist media has found the

Ebola epidemic, they are busy pushing a racist,

pro-boss line. To read the newspapers, you would

think the main contradiction is between science

—as represented by the Western medical estab-

lishment—and ignorant workers’ fears, inflamed

by politicians. 

Some articles say outright the problem is

human (read workers’, especially poor African

workers’) behavior. Forget about the preventable

epidemic caused by imperialist impoverishment.

“I think it goes beyond just messing up. I think

the capitalist medical establishment has blinders

on,” answered a comrade. “Take my doctor for

instance. We were discussing how the Chinese

revolutionaries eliminated schistosomiasis and

other plagues on the working class. I asked him

if he had heard of the barefoot doctor program.”

“ ‘Yes, I have,’ my doctor assured me, ‘but you

can do things in a totalitarian system that you

can’t if you have to take everybody’s opinion into

account. You can just issue a decree and every-

body has to follow.’ ”

“ Nothing could be further from the truth,” I

answered. “Tens of millions mobilized to elimi-

nate epidemics that had plagued humanity since

antiquity. A million Chinese became barefoot

doctors, bringing healthcare and medical knowl-

edge far and wide.

“And they helped train tens of millions to de-

liver varied healthcare services. The masses were

the force behind this reinvention of healthcare.

The political battle between relying on a few ex-

perts or the masses raged for over a decade.

“My doctor was shocked. With all his school-

ing, he had never learned this basic truth. In com-

munism everyone —particularly those involved

with healthcare—would have a thorough knowl-

edge of this massive case history.

“He wrote down the title of a book I recom-

mended, Away With All Pests. My physician

promised to discuss this book the next time I

come in. Now I have to find some other excuse

to visit the clinic!” concluded our comrade.
ICWP Growth Will Change The Debate

“That’s what worries me,” said the Boeing

reader, by way of justifying his hesitancy to join

the Party. “Good ideas like the barefoot doctor

approach become popular because the old way is

so terrible. But then people and institutions be-

come ossified. They become as bad as before.”

“Look at what happened here,” argued our

comrade, referring to the Red Flag editorial

‘Tens of Millions Opened the Door to Commu-

nist Healthcare.’ “Workers didn’t

become ‘ossified.’ There was a

war going on between capitalist

and communist ideology.

“Communist healthcare was

eventually defeated by the force

of the socialist (i.e. capitalist)

state. Millions fought for a com-

munist vision, but were under-

mined by their illusions about socialism and Mao.

Even so, they left this legacy for us. We have an

obligation to build on that legacy.”

More capitalist epidemics will surely follow if

we allow the bosses’ media and medical estab-

lishment to define the debate. Capitalist ideology

says the masses, especially the African masses,

are stupid. They have to be manipulated by the

best and the brightest for their own good. Such is

the nature of capitalist medicine.

Communist ideology relies on the wisdom and

fortitude of the masses. Masses can be both red

and expert. That is the nature of communist

healthcare.

In general, capitalism says workers aren’t fit

to rule. Hence, the bosses build structures and in-

stitutions that rely on experts—experts indoctri-

nated in capitalist schools for decades. 

Mobilizing the masses for communism puts

the future in the hands of our working-class

brothers and sisters. The more workers like our

Boeing friend join our Party, the more it will

allow us to appeal to our better natures. The

sooner we will be able to build the communist

world that we need. 

HAvE YOU HEARD THE NEWS?

The actual history of the USSR and China

showed that this picture is fundamentally wrong.

In the USSR, the contradictions that existed be-

tween the working class and the peasants who

sold them food led repeatedly to peasant resist-

ance and sometimes to mass protests. In a grand

compromise in the mid-’30s, peasants were or-

ganized into collective farms but allowed to keep

their private plots and animals and sell their prod-

ucts. This private business constantly interfered

with the operation of the collective economy. 

More important than the peasant question was

the growth of a new class of capitalists consisting

of party leaders, factory managers and military

officers.   A series of internal struggles included

large-scale arrests and executions in the

‘30s, and local rebellions by workers in the ‘50s. 

By the 1960s, workers’ political power in the 

USSR had been defeated and replaced by a 

wealthy “red” bourgeoisie that renounced rev-

olution and advocated “peaceful coexistence” 
with imperialism, as it became an imperialist 
power itself.  

No Contradictions are “Non-Antagonistic”

Scientific study of how contradictions are re-

solved, including the analysis of the evidence 
from class struggle, war, and natural science, etc., 
leads to the following conclusion: 

Contradictions are only resolved or moved to-

ward resolution by intensifying the struggle of 
their opposite sides, by increasing their negative 
relationship to each other, eventually destroying

one (or both) sides. The way a contradiction is

made more intense depends on the particular

processes inside it. 

The idea that the contradictions of socialism

were “non-antagonistic,” that they could be

safely ignored or “managed” out of existence was

a disastrous myth. This myth disguised the capi-

talist nature of socialism and made it seem harm-

less to keep the wage system, rather than turning

to communism.  Communist dialectics recog-

nizes that contradictions don‘t die out, but are re-

solved by struggle and intensification, an idea

essential for the mass mobilization for commu-

nism. 

The next article will discuss further how con-

tradictions are intensified.
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The photo above shows nurses in Oakland, CA, marching in

solidarity with Dallas nurse Nina Pham and demanding that 

hospitals take action to protect nurses from Ebola. On Nov. 12 and

13, Kaiser nurses in Oakland and throughout Northern California

struck for two days to demand better training and protective gear

to care for Ebola patients. Their concern is justified because capi-

talist healthcare is driven by profit, not by concern for the safety of

the working class. They need to join the fight for communism

where workers’ health and safety will be society’s main concern.
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LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS

What Future Awaits Mexico?

It is hard to believe in a good future for Me-

xico. To have a hope would be sad, unfortunate

and unbelievable when human lives are destro-

yed in broad daylight. It is clear that the capita-

list system feels the proximity of its own

suffocation. Since it is unable to control its

anger and desperation, its representatives

show their incapacity to resolve the social pro-

blems, responding with the worst aggressive,

bloody and murderous methods.

Today the media has focused on the disap-

pearance of the 43 Normal (teachers’ college)

students from Ayotzinapa, Guerrero. They criti-

cize, question and indicate the supposed cul-

prits, but let’s be realistic, how will this event

end? Where will we go with events like these

that are happening nationally every day? What

will happen to the guilty? Who are carrying out

the investigations? 

Whatever the answers, Red Flag readers

must know that no parent or relative of the di-

sappeared would be able to replace their son

when, after so much publicity, it is concluded

that they have been murdered.

The well-known policy of the system

build up a whole scandal to try to hide 

intellectual authors of these bloody ev

the rulers themselves. Clearly, in the e

can they do with the guilty when 

their same class? What can the

when they themselves are the leaders 

nized crime? 

After all, nothing will happen, all will 

nished and all the system’s media will t

the government’s heroism. With

lies they will try to silence all the

now rise up, because this is a way cre

all the capitalists to stop at all costs

of revolutionary consciousness. Th

could conclude is that the families 

pensated with certain quantities of mo

the guilty are only removed from their 

occupy others. But will this be the solu

It’s time to take the blindfold off

have to look at all the events that

rred on the local, state, national and in

nal level and stop believing blindl

electoral political parties and their

y i

lowers in the unions, who are nothing

more than the clear reflection of the

capitalist system, resolving every-

thing in capitalism’s interests and

with money. It is time to look for new

alternatives because this system no

longer has any credibility. Let’s read

ICWP’s literature, and even though it

will be a future slow in coming, it will

be a more secure future.

It is time to give the students the

opportunity to read Red Flag so that

they know about another alternative

for the future, encouraging them to

make their viewpoints and sugges-

tions known. 

In that way they would be grateful to the

members of ICWP if your newspaper can su-

gest other literature that explains society. We

need Red Flag to deepen our understanding,

since personally it has been difficult to get good

literature, considering that many sources of in-

formation that the government doesn’t like are

simply banned from being sold or prohibited.

More on Contradictions

In the last issue, Red Flag published an arti-

cle on the history of dialectics, called “All Con-

tradictions are Antagonistic.” I think this title is a

serious mistake. The article argues, correctly,

that the Soviet concept of “non-antagonistic”

contradiction is a bogus idea, used to cover up

the internal conflicts of socialism.  But the con-

cept of antagonistic contradiction doesn’t make

sense, either. What is antagonistic supposed to

mean? Soviet writers claimed that antagonism

is a kind of social relation that is produced by

exploitation. That certainly is not present in all

contradictions. Others claimed that antagonistic

contradictions have to be resolved by violence.

This is certainly not true of contradictions in the

party. Many other definitions have been tried

out, but the best view, I think, is to recognize

that “antagonistic contradiction” is a bogus ca-

tegory, invented to try to make “non-antagonis-

tic contradiction” seem to be a legitimate

notion. This concept was never used by Marx,

Engels or Lenin, and our use of it can only cre-

ate confusion.

A dialectics student 

For Communist Media:

Some comrades re-

cently had a conversation

about the role of the media

under capitalism, and how

it would be different in a

communist society. A com-

rade from Mexico City said

that the only reason he

watches Univision and Te-

levisa is to see what lies

they are going to tell. Not

only do they lie about

news and events, but also

they use movies, TV shows and literature to

portray the working class in a negative way.

This brings on cynicism and passivity. It leads

one to believe that it is impossible to fight the

bosses’ system.

We then discussed what the media might be

like under communism. First of all, they would

be “owned” by the masses; they would be the

voice of the working class. They would tell the

what was happening all over the

would encourage the working class

truth about 

the masses for communism. 

have a dialectical materialist ap-

news. This means that articles would

e contradictions in a process, finding

ontradiction to move the process to-

This is not limited to just

on or exposing this system

effect change. This is the

cynicism, because it gives

he tools to analyze events

asses. 

communism, there will not be so-

who work only in media.

a responsibility to write

k on production and dis-

ibuon, no matter what they do. And it won’t

or even a group of individuals

opinion about something.

he term “freedom of speech” is

e a person’s god-given right. In

class controls the media; they

has the freedom, politically and

e Party will struggle with workers

that their interests are the same

erywhere.

the motivation will be to produce

not for one’s individual ego but for the whole of

humanity. So the question will be “will this film

or book help our class move forward to com-

munism?”

What does this mean for us as Party mem-

bers and friends of the Party right now? It

means that we need more comrades and

friends writing for and distributing Red Flag

and other party literature. This means that

more of the working class and its allies will be

won to mobilizing the masses for communism. 

Intensifying this struggle generates good

media. Good media advances this struggle. 

--Seattle readers

Greetings to the families and friends of the

brave students of Guerrero, Mexico. 

We would like to add our voices to the many

around the world who were appalled at the 

abduction of the 43. Your fight is our fight!

This unforgivable, violent act was carried out

by racist police who receive their orders from a

fascist government controlled by the capitalist

ruling class. It is the same here in the US, where

Michael Brown was killed by police in Ferguson.

There will never be justice for these young

victims or their families as long as the capitalist

bosses own the factories, farms, the media, the

banks, the Internet, and control the military, the

police, and the courts. 

The working class will always be exploited

until we mobilize ourselves to fight for a com-

munist world; a world without banks or money,

without wars or borders. Where we produce for

need, not profit. Where mobilized masses create

education and health care structures that serve

the needs of our class, not the profit system.

We share your anger and grief in these terrible

times. But we hope that you will be encouraged

by reading about similar struggles in the pages

of Red Flag, the newspaper of the ICWP. To-

gether, we can work to mobilize the masses for

communism.

--Members and Friends of the International

Communist Workers’ Party, Seattle, Washington

Letter of Support from Seattle Workers to Families of the 43 Students of Ayotzinapa

Teachers in Guerrero protest the disappearance

of 43 students from Ayotzinapa

Banner at Ferguson protest at Brandeis University 12/1/14




